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	2018 March Latest CompTIA SY0-501 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new SY0-501

Real Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest SY0-501 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 250Q&As Download:

https://www.braindump2go.com/sy0-501.html2.|2018 Latest SY0-501 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QYBwvoau8PlTQ3bugQuy0pES-zrLrRB1?usp=sharingQUESTION 183A system

administrator wants to provide balance between the security of a wireless network and usability. The administrator is concerned with

wireless encryption compatibility of older devices used by some employees. Which of the following would provide strong security

and backward compatibility when accessing the wireless network?A.    Open wireless network and SSL VPNB.    WPA using a

preshared keyC.    WPA2 using a RADIUS back-end for 802.1x authenticationD.    WEP with a 40-bit keyAnswer: CQUESTION

184An information security specialist is reviewing the following output from a Linux server. Based on the above information, which

of the following types of malware was installed on the server? / local/A.    Logic bombB.    TrojanC.    BackdoorD.    RansomwareE.

   RootkitAnswer: CQUESTION 185In terms of encrypting data, which of the following is BEST described as a way to safeguard

password data by adding random data to it in storage?A.    Using saltB.    Using hash algorithmsC.    Implementing elliptical curveD.

   Implementing PKIAnswer: AQUESTION 186A system administrator wants to provide for and enforce wireless access

accountability during events where external speakers are invited to make presentations to a mixed audience of employees and

non-employees. Which of the following should the administrator implement?A.    Shared accountsB.    Preshared passwordsC.   

Least privilegeD.    Sponsored guestAnswer: DQUESTION 187Which of the following would MOST likely appear in an

uncredentialed vulnerability scan?A.    Self-signed certificatesB.    Missing patchesC.    Auditing parametersD.    Inactive local

accountsAnswer: DQUESTION 188A security analyst observes the following events in the logs of an employee workstation: Given

the information provided, which of the following MOST likely occurred on the workstation?A.    Application whitelisting controls

blocked an exploit payload from executing.B.    Antivirus software found and quarantined three malware files.C.    Automatic

updates were initiated but failed because they had not been approved.D.    The SIEM log agent was not turned properly and reported

a false positive.Answer: AQUESTION 189When identifying a company's most valuable assets as part of a BIA, which of the

following should be the FIRST priority?A.    LifeB.    Intellectual propertyC.    Sensitive dataD.    Public reputationAnswer:

AQUESTION 190An organization needs to implement a large PKI. Network engineers are concerned that repeated transmission of

the OCSP will impact network performance. Which of the following should the security analyst recommend is lieu of an OCSP?A.   

CSRB.    CRLC.    CAD.    OIDAnswer: BQUESTION 191When considering a third-party cloud service provider, which of the

following criteria would be the BEST to include in the security assessment process? (Select two.)A.    Use of performance analytics

B.    Adherence to regulatory complianceC.    Data retention policiesD.    Size of the corporationE.    Breadth of applications

supportAnswer: BCQUESTION 192Which of the following occurs when the security of a web application relies on JavaScript for

input validation?A.    The integrity of the data is at risk.B.    The security of the application relies on antivirus.C.    A host-based

firewall is required.D.    The application is vulnerable to race conditions.Answer: AQUESTION 193An analyst is reviewing a simple

program for potential security vulnerabilities before being deployed to a Windows server. Given the following code: Which of the

following vulnerabilities is present?A.    Bad memory pointerB.    Buffer overflowC.    Integer overflowD.    BackdoorAnswer: B
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